Quantifiable Edges Subscriber FAQs
Can you explain the Aggregator chart?
The Aggregator chart is shown in each subscriber letter. It is my primary tool for establishing
my short-term market bias. A detailed explanation of the Aggregator can be found in this blog
post.

What does the Quantifinder do?
The Quantifinder is a great little tool that I use on a daily basis. It searches through past posts
and subscriber letters to find any research that is applicable to the current day’s setup. So if
something happens in the market that I have discussed in the past, you can easily view the
previous research by clicking the link provided in the Quantifinder. For a 3-minute overview of
the Quantifinder, you can check out this video.

The subscriber letter did not arrive in my email...did you send it?
It has been over 10 years, and I have never missed sending out a letter yet. (I will at some
point.) Here is what you need to do:
1) Check your junk mail
2) If it is not there – login to the website and download the letter. ( Letters -> Current
Nightly Letter)
3) Email support@QuantifiableEdges.com and let us know the letter is not arriving for
you.
Some email clients (Hotmail, sometimes Gmail, and others) tend to block out the email when
the letter is sent through our standard distribution system. In that case, I can put you on our
secondary email list and you should begin receiving it again. Of course, if you start getting it
twice every night, then you can let us know and I will remove you form the secondary list.

What are the Numbered Systems?
Quantifiable Edges Gold subscribers have access to 10 different mechanical systems. (Trial
subscribers are able to access one of them – System 110524) These systems are designed for
trading either large cap stocks or ETFs. Each system has its own webpage that comes complete
with detailed rules for entry and exit. Also on the webpage is Tradestation code for each system.
Subscribers may take the code and use it for their own testing, or they may change it-using it as
a starting point to develop one of their own systems. Each night we publish a spreadsheet that
shows any stock among the S&P 500 or any ETF among the 100+ on our ETF list that has
triggered one of the numbered systems. For many subscribers, this nightly list serves as a
source of trade ideas for the next day.

For more information and to see how the Numbered Systems Triggers Spreadsheet can be used,
you may check out the following video:
Using the Triggers Spreadsheet to Spot Opportunities – An 8-minute video explaining how to
find trade ideas with the Quantifiable Edges triggers spreadsheet

I would also encourage trial subscribers to review the following information on the numbered
systems:
The System page for 110524 – This is an example of a numbered system and what comes with it
The Numbered Systems Overview Page – You can download the triggers spreadsheet from here
each night (typically available by 6pm EST)

How have the trade ideas from the subscriber letter done over time?
All trade ideas shown in the letter have been tracked over time. They can be found on the QE
Historical Trade Idea Results Spreadsheet, which is updated periodically after new trade ideas
close out. And with the full archive of subscriber letters available to all Gold subscribers, traders
can look back at any date to see why trade ideas were entered or exited and what was written at
the time.

Where can I learn more about the Catapult System and the Capitulative Breadth
Index (CBI)?
The Catapult System is a system I created and began trading in 2005. When I began the
Quantifiable Edges Subscriber Letter in 2008, I began sharing all the Catapult triggers. And
that continues to this day. The Catapults have done very well over the years, and have become a
favorite of many subscribers. They generally trade very strong selloffs in S&P 100 stocks, so
returns on individual trades have been quite volatile. But when groups of them have triggered
together that has suggested a strong edge, both for the individual triggers, and the market as a
whole.
The CBI is a count of the number of current active Catapult triggers. Spikes in the CBI have
typically led to market reversals in the following days.
There is a large amount of information on the Catapults and the CBI on the website. I would
encourage you to explore the following areas for more information.
Catapult & CBI System Page – This page contains the video below, a graph of the current CBI, as
well as a link where Gold subscribers could download the full CBI history (back to 1995), or code
for customizing an exit strategy on Catapult trades.
Catapult & CBI video presentation – This 20-minute video should tell you nearly everything you
want to know about Catapults and the CBI.
Quantifiable Edges CBI Research Paper – A detailed research paper examining the Quantifiable
Edges CBI and how it can be used to anticipate short and intermediate-term rallies
CBI research and studies from the blog – Here are a wealth of studies that utilize the CBI and
demonstrate its worth.
QE Trade Idea Results Sheet – All the Catapults tracked in the letter since 2008 can be found
here.

How can I see all the material available for me to download with my subscriptions?
The easiest way is to go to your subscription area and check out the Active Resources on the
main page. I’ll bet there are tools available there that many Gold subscribers did even not know
existed!

What custom Tradestation code is available with my Gold subscription?
You can download the Quantifiable Edges Indicators/Function for Tradestation under the
download dropdown n the site. It comes complete with custom breath calculations as well as
code for special days like Employment Days and Fed Days.

You should also check out the Other Code & Spreadsheets page, where you can find code
associated with IBD Distribution Days, Hindenburg Omens, Triangle formations, and more.

What time is the site updated each evening?
The numbered systems spreadsheet is typically available by 6pm EST.
The charts page and other downloads should all be updated by 7pm EST.
If something looks old, feel free to send us a note after these times, and we will look to fix the
issue as soon as possible.

Are multi-subscriber corporate discounts available?
Yes. Firms with multiple subscribers can receive discounts for additional users. Subscription
costs are tiered. Email support@QuantifiableEdges.com for more info.

Can I get a discount if I sign up for both an annual subscription and the
Quantifiable Edges Big Time Swing System?
Yes. You can get $200 off the combination. Or if you already own one, then you are eligible for
a $200 discount on the other. (Offer only good for 1 year of an annual subscription – not
continuous renewals.)

